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Humus-, compost-, peat-, waste-, disposal-, sorter-, 
and recycling machine accessories 

 

Filter stars / sort disks   
Made of Felastec® have a long 
service life to avoid expensive 
maintenance work. Conditional 
on our own manufacturing in 
accordance with your 
requirements, we can react 

flexibly. 

 

Flexible pads 
For your tracked vehicles, 
small weight and decrease of 
the ground pressure of 
excavator and exavator 
bucket crawler-type vehicles, 
custom -made.  
 

Mould parts            
Made of Felastec®. 

Conditional on own mould 
construction we can offer 
many further products to 

you. Our production is very 
flexible, ask us, we`ll be 

glad to advise you! 

 

We manufacture for you: 

Rollers / wheels 
Made of Felastec® with 

high life span and 
manufactured according 

to your requirements. 
Ideally suitable as drive, 

guidance and 
supporting rollers. For 

e.g. humus, compost or 
peat machines.

Contact: 
Wilh.- Giese- Straße 5, DE-27616 Beverstedt 

Telefon : 0049 4747-9494-0 Telefax : 00494747-9494-20 
E-Mail : kontakt@felasto-pur.de / Internet : www. felasto-pur.de 

Crawler tracks         
For better conversion and 

use of the power as well 
as for reduction of the 

ground pressure. For all 
makes of recycling or 

compost machines and 
many further applications.

Special track chains  
For runway crawler-type 
vehicles, thrust crawler-type 
vehicles, or harvesting and 
agricultural machines. The 
flexible crawler-type vehicle 
bars cause maximum 
traction with minimum 
ground pressure.  
 

Plastic pads                  
For crawler-type vehicle 

devices, like e.g. converters. 
As fixed coating, to screw on 
or as quick change pads. For 

protection of fastend 
surfaces and for rational and 

economic working.

Scrapers                
Made of Felastec® for 
rollers, conveyors, packer 
rings etc. High abrasion 
resistance and a long life 
span feature these 
products.  

 

Impact protectors  
Made of Felastec® 

in different versions. 
Extra high elastic and 

resistent against 
abrasion, can be adapted

easily to different 
circumstences.

Abrasion protection 
plates                              
Made of Felastec®. High 
elastic material, for the 
use as lining. E.G. for 
disposal machines, 
recycling machines or 
sorters. 


